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Abstract

Aerosol feedbacks are becoming more accepted as physical mechanisms that should be in-

cluded in numerical weather prediction models in order to improve the accuracy of the weather

forecasts. The default set-up in the Aire Limitee Adaptation dynamique Developpement IN-

ternational (ALADIN) - High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) numerical weather

prediction system includes monthly aerosol climatologies to account for the average direct ra-

diative effect of aerosols. This effect was studied using the default aerosol climatology in the

system and compared to experiments run using the more up-to-date Max-Planck-Institute

Aerosol Climatology version 1 (MACv1) climatology, and time-varying aerosol data from the

Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate (MACC) reanalysis aerosol dataset. Ac-

counting for the direct radiative effect using monthly aerosol climatologies or near real-time

aerosol distributions improved the accuracy of the simulated radiative fluxes and tempera-

ture and humidity forecasts in the lower troposphere. However, the dependency of forecast

meteorological conditions on the aerosol dataset itself was found to be weak.

Keywords: numerical weather prediction, aerosol direct radiative effect,

ALADIN-HIRLAM system, MACC reanalysis, MACv1 aerosol climatology.
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1. Introduction1

The direct radiative effect of aerosols resulting from absorption and scattering of solar2

and terrestrial radiation alters the radiation budget of the Earth and has been widely stud-3

ied to date (e.g. Haywood and Boucher, 2000; Bellouin et al., 2005; Jacobson et al., 2001;4

Myhre et al., 2013; Garcıa et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2006; Loeb and Manalo-Smith, 2005) with5

estimations improving in time (e.g. Myhre et al., 2013). It has considerable impacts on me-6

teorology (e.g. Cook and Highwood, 2004; Takemura et al., 2005; Wang, 2004) which need7

to be accounted for to accurately simulate the Earth’s climate.8

Hohenegger and Vidale (2005) and Zubler et al. (2011) demonstrated the dependence of9

simulated regional climate on the direct radiative effect of aerosols over Europe. Both studies10

show noticeable sensitivity of the radiative fluxes and temperatures to the aerosol climatology11

used in the regional simulations. In the study presented here the impacts of the direct12

radiative effect of aerosols in short-range numerical weather prediction (NWP) forecasts using13

the Aire Limitee Adaptation dynamique Developpement INternational (ALADIN) - High14

Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) NWP system are studied. Numerical weather15

forecasts over a limited area, as opposed to climate simulations, are characterised by short16

forecast lead-times (up to few days) and constraints on the initial conditions through the17

assimilation of meteorological observations.18

It is common to use monthly aerosol climatologies in NWP models. By default the19

ALADIN-HIRLAM system uses the monthly aerosol climatology described in Tegen et al.20

(1997) referred to as the TEG97 climatology hereafter. Tompkins et al. (2005) demonstrated21

the improved forecast of the African Easterly Jet in the European Centre for Medium-Range22

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) global Integrated Forecast System (IFS) model as a result23

of using TEG97 instead of the previous fixed average aerosol distribution of Tanre et al.24

(1984) for calculating the direct radiative effect of aerosols. Rodwell and Jung (2008) also25

showed how this change in aerosol climatology led to improved forecasts and reduced seasonal-26

mean errors globally in the IFS model. However, when accounting for the direct radiative27

effect of real-time aerosol distributions rather than climatological distributions, the quality28

of the weather forecasts can be further improved. For example, Toll et al. (2015) showed29

considerable improvement in forecasts of near-surface conditions by the ALADIN-HIRLAM30
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system during Russian wildfires in summer 2010 when the direct radiative effect of realistic31

aerosol distributions was included. In addition, Palamarchuk et al. (2016) showed noticeable32

sensitivity in the simulated meterological parameters in the ALADIN-HIRLAM NWP system33

to the treatment of aerosols.34

Not accounting for the direct radiative effect of aerosols based on realistic aerosol distribu-35

tions can lead to considerable errors in the meteorological forecasts (Milton et al., 2008; Car-36

mona et al., 2008). Coupled modelling of weather and air quality (Grell and Baklanov, 2011;37

Baklanov et al., 2014; Zhang, 2008) has been proposed as a possible way to improve weather38

forecasts, although the added computational cost for operational NWP must be weighted39

against the improvements in the results. According to Mulcahy et al. (2014) considering the40

influence of prognostic aerosols in NWP results in an improved radiation budget. However,41

they also showed that the influence on large-scale atmospheric circulation is generally weak42

in short-range forecasts. Reale et al. (2011) showed that although interactive aerosols in the43

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Earth Observing System44

(GEOS) global model did not improve the 500 hPa height anomaly correlation scores, the45

representation of the African easterly jet was improved. Pérez et al. (2006) demonstrated an46

improvement in atmospheric temperature and mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) forecasts as47

a result of taking the radiative effects of mineral dust into account. According to Morcrette48

et al. (2011) using prognostic aerosols in the experimental set-up of ECMWF’s IFS system49

has considerable regional effects on near-surface conditions, although the impacts on NWP50

verification scores are weak.51

In addition to the influence on the accuracy of the NWP forecast, accurate simulation52

of the direct radiative effect of aerosols in the model is important when using simulated53

shortwave (SW) fluxes for solar energy applications. Breitkreuz et al. (2009) explained that54

during clear-sky conditions aerosols are the main modulator of the SW fluxes. Accounting55

for the direct radiative effect of aerosols properly improves the forecast of SW fluxes. Zamora56

et al. (2005) showed that when the aerosol optical depth (AOD) is larger than 0.1 errors in57

the simulated SW fluxes in NWP models of the order of 100 W/m2 may occur, but for smaller58

AODs accounting for the climatological average direct radiative effect of aerosols gives an59

accurate estimate of SW fluxes. Ruiz-Arias et al. (2014) presented improved simulations of60
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surface SW fluxes using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) NWP model by using61

a simple parametrization of the direct radiative effect of aerosols. This was based on 550 nm62

AOD and a knowledge of the type of the predominant aerosol.63

The main goal of this paper is to evaluate the impact of considering the direct radiative64

effect of aerosols in ALADIN-HIRLAM short-range weather forecasts over Europe using65

input from different aerosol datasets. Climatological aerosol data from TEG97 and from66

the more up-to-date Max-Planck-Institute Aerosol Climatology version 1 (MACv1) (Kinne67

et al., 2013) is used as well as time-varying aerosol data from the Monitoring Atmospheric68

Composition and Climate (MACC) reanalysis (Inness et al., 2013) to determine the sensitivity69

of meteorological forecasts to the aerosol datasets. The aerosol datasets and the setup of the70

ALADIN-HIRLAM system are described in section 2. The modelling results are presented71

and compared to observations in section 3. The results and benefits of including the direct72

radiative effect of aerosols are discussed in section 4 and conclusions are drawn in section 5.73

2. Data and methods74

2.1. Aerosol datasets75

2.1.1. Default aerosol climatology in the ALADIN-HIRLAM system (TEG97)76

By default monthly averages of 550 nm AOD for dust, sulphates, sea salt, black carbon77

and organic matter from the TEG97 climatology are used in the ALADIN-HIRLAM system78

to calculate the direct radiative effect of aerosols. The horizontal resolution of TEG97 is 4◦79

by 5◦. This aerosol climatology is based on a combination of model results from different80

aerosol transport models for dust, sulphates, sea salt and carbonaceous aerosols (Tegen et al.,81

1997).82

Zubler et al. (2011) found that AOD is a little lower over Europe in TEG97 compared83

to more recent aerosol climatologies, but is still adequate for considering the direct radiative84

effect of average aerosol distributions. In addition, regional aerosol distributions (e.g. dust85

over Northern Africa) have been found to be poorly represented in TEG97 due to the coarse86

resolution of the dataset (Nabat et al., 2013).87
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2.1.2. MACv1 aerosol climatology88

The MACv1 aerosol climatology (Kinne et al., 2013) is based on high quality Aerosol89

Robotic Network (AERONET) (Holben et al., 1998) data fitted to the median aerosol from90

Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and Models (AeroCom). In phase 1 of AeroCom91

AOD data were provided by 14 models, from which the median was extracted by Kinne et al.92

(2013). They fitted data from each AERONET station to the AeroCom model background93

using quality and range scores for each AERONET site.94

The horizontal resolution of this aerosol dataset is 1◦ by 1◦ (Kinne et al., 2013). Monthly95

climatological distributions of the total AOD combinig different aerosol species have been96

used. This climatology includes optical properties of aerosols for the years 1860 to 2100; in97

this study the optical properties for current conditions were used.98

2.1.3. MACC reanalysis99

The MACC reanalysis (Inness et al., 2013) was compiled using the IFS-MOZART model100

(Flemming et al., 2009) which combines a forward model (Morcrette et al., 2009) and the101

assimilation of satellite atmospheric composition data (Benedetti et al., 2009). It includes102

a reanalysis of reactive gases, aerosols and greenhouse gases. Regarding aerosols, AOD103

sensitive radiances from Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) have been104

assimilated (Benedetti et al., 2009).105

The horizontal resolution of this reanalysis dataset is approximately 80 km (Inness et al.,106

2013) with data available for the years 2003-2012. The concentrations of the following aerosol107

species are available in the dataset: sea salt, dust, organic matter, black carbon and sulphates.108

2.2. Description of the NWP system109

Experiments were carried out using a configuration of the ALADIN-HIRLAM system110

which combines hydrostatic dynamics with the so-called ALARO-0 physical parametrizations111

(Gerard et al., 2009). The latter is applicable at horizontal resolutions where convection needs112

to be fully parametrized (i.e. the case here) and across the so-called grey-zone where deep113

convection becomes partially resolved, down to kilometre resolutions where deep convection114

is fully resolved. The model can also be used for regional climate simulations (Lindstedt115
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et al., 2015), where the direct radiative effect of aerosols can be of even greater importance116

than in the short-range NWP runs studied here.117

In the used configuration, the system of hydrostatic primitive equations is formulated on a118

conformal map using the terrain following, pressure-based hybrid eta-coordinates introduced119

by Simmons and Burridge (1981). The horizontal discretization employs bi-Fourier expan-120

sion with an artificial extension zone following Haugen and Machenhauer (1993) to make121

the fields biperiodic. The vertical discretization uses the finite element method of Untch122

and Hortal (2004). Temporal discretization is done using the two-time level semi-implicit123

scheme with semi-Lagrangian treatment of advection terms (Temperton and Staniforth, 1987;124

Hortal, 2002). Short-scale noise is controlled by the non-linear numerical diffusion of Váňa125

et al. (2008) which exploits the damping properties of semi-Lagrangian interpolators. Lateral126

boundary conditions are imposed via the Davies (1976) relaxation scheme.127

Except for the radiation and surface schemes, the ALARO-0 physical parametrizations128

was used. ALARO-0 uses the flux-conservative governing equations of Catry et al. (2007),129

the pseudo-prognostic Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) scheme of Geleyn et al. (2006) and130

a cloudiness scheme based on the Xu-Randall approach (Xu and Randall, 1996). Shallow131

convection is treated by the turbulence scheme, while the moist deep convection is treated132

within the so-called Modular Multi-scale Microphysics and Transport (3MT) scheme of Ger-133

ard et al. (2009), which handles both resolved and subgrid condensations by a single call134

to microphysics embedded between updraft and downdraft computations. The Kessler type135

one momentum microphysical scheme is used with statistical sedimentation of precipitation136

according to Geleyn et al. (2008). Mountain drag due to the subgrid scale orography is137

parametrized by the Catry et al. (2008) scheme.138

Surface processes are parametrized by the SURFEX scheme of Masson et al. (2013).139

Radiation parametrizations correspond to an old configuration (cy25) of the IFS radiation140

scheme (White, 2004; Mascart and Bougeault, 2011). The SW scheme follows Fouquart and141

Bonnel (1980), but is extended to six spectral bands (0.185-0.25-0.44-0.69-1.19-2.38-4.00 µm).142

It employs the delta-Eddington approximation of Joseph et al. (1976). The performance of143

this scheme with respect to reference DISORT computations (Stamnes et al., 1988) was144

evaluated by Nielsen et al. (2014), and found to be highly accurate. The longwave (LW)145
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radiation scheme is the RRTMG-LW scheme of Mlawer et al. (1997), which was developed146

as an economical scheme that closely matches the LBLRTM reference (Clough et al., 2005)147

scheme. It is based on the correlated k-distribution method and has 16 spectral bands and148

140 g-intervals. LW scattering is neglected in this scheme.149

Only the direct radiative effect of aerosols is considered in this study. Climatological150

vertical profiles of aerosols are assumed, with attenuation coefficients decaying exponentially151

with height (Tanre et al., 1984). The AOD at a wavelength of 550 nm is used as input to152

the radiation scheme. The AOD for each SW and LW spectral interval is derived from the153

AOD at 550 nm by using the appropriate spectral scaling factor. In addition to the AOD, the154

single scattering albedo (SSA) and asymmetry parameter (g) for each spectral interval is used155

as inherent optical properties in the radiation scheme. SSA, g and the spectral dependence156

of AOD for the different aerosol types follow Hess et al. (1998). Single column sensitivity157

experiments of the direct SW radiative effect of aerosols computed using different radiation158

schemes available in the ALADIN-HIRLAM system are presented by Gleeson et al. (2015).159

2.3. Experimental design160

The influence of aerosols on the NWP forecast over Europe during the 15 day period161

covering the second half of April 2011 (16th-30th) was simulated. Series of 4-day (96-hour)162

forecasts starting at 00 UTC each day were run, with a model time-step of 6 minutes. An163

experimental domain of 300× 300 points with a grid spacing of 15 km and 60 vertical levels164

was used. Full radiation computations were carried out every 2nd time step. A Lambert165

Conformal Conic projection was used with the domain centre at 53 ◦N and 10 ◦E (tangent166

case with the reference latitude at 53 ◦N and the central meridian at 10 ◦E).167

Analysis fields from the operational ECMWF IFS model were used as boundary conditions168

for the ALADIN-HIRLAM system; they were available at 6-hour intervals. The upper air169

initial state was taken from the boundary conditions and surface analysis was performed170

in order to initialize the forecasts. 6-hour forecasts were run at 06, 12 and 18 UTC for171

data assimilation continuity. The sea-surface-temperatures (SSTs) were prescribed from the172

ECMWF boundary conditions and kept constant during the forecast.173

4 experiments were performed. An experiment excluding aerosols referred to as CNTR-174

LEXP, an experiment including the TEG97 aerosol climatology referred to as TEGEXP,175
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an experiment using the MACv1 aerosol climatology referred to as MACv1EXP and an176

experiment using aerosols from the MACC reanalysis referred to as MACCEXP. In MACC-177

EXP the AOD distributions of sea salt, organic matter + sulphates, black carbon and dust178

were updated every 1.5 hours. The AOD distribution was fixed in time for TEGEXP and179

MACv1EXP.180

In the non-zero aerosol experiments climatological vertical profiles (Tanre et al., 1984)181

were used to derive the vertical profile of the aerosol extinction coefficients for the different182

aerosol species from the 550 nm AODs. In MACCEXP and TEGEXP the SSA and g values183

followed Hess et al. (1998) whereas in MACv1EXP SSA and g originate from the MACv1184

climatology (Kinne et al., 2013) and the values were used for total AOD combining different185

aerosol species.186

2.4. Observations used to verify the forecasts187

The simulated meteorological conditions from each experiment were compared to available188

observations over the model domain available in the ECMWF Meteorological Archival and189

Retrieval System (MARS) database. The comparison was performed for each day at 00,190

06, 12 and 18 UTC. The number of observations of each parameter at a given time was at191

least 2250 over the model domain. Bilinear interpolation was used to derive the values of192

the parameters from the numerical forecasts at the locations of the meteorological stations.193

Mean biases and root mean square errors (RMSE) for a range of meteorological parameters194

are presented as averages over the studied time period.195

The simulated downwelling SW radiation at the surface, often referred to as global hori-196

zontal irradiance (GHI) was compared to GHI measured at Baseline Surface Radiation Net-197

work (BSRN) (Ohmura et al., 1998) stations; see Figure 6 for station locations (denoted as198

red circles). To exclude the influence of clouds, only mean biases and RMSEs under clear sky199

conditions (both in the model and observations) are presented for GHI. The total number of200

simulated GHI values compared to observations is 336.201
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3. Results202

3.1. Aerosol optical properties over the European region203

Monthly areal averages of AOD over Europe for the three datasets used in this study are204

shown in Figure 1 where the European region was defined as the geographical area bounded205

by 10 ◦W to 50 ◦E and 35 ◦N to 70 ◦N. Each dataset shows a clear annual cycle in AOD206

which is lowest during Winter (December, January, February). AOD is lowest in TEG97 and207

highest in the MACC reanalysis. The AOD is considerably higher in the MACC reanalysis208

in May to July compared to the other datasets. This possibly results from the assimilation209

of AODs from MODIS which has been shown to overestimate AOD over Europe compared210

to AERONET measurements, with the annual cycle in the overestimation peaking during211

summer (Schaap et al., 2008). The highest monthly average AOD exceeds 0.35 in MACC212

but is less than 0.3 (0.2) in MACv1 (TEG97). In the MACC reanalysis, there is a strong213

variability in AOD over Europe not accounted for when monthly climatologies are used. The214

vertical bars on the MACC curve in Figure 1 show the standard deviation in the MACC215

AOD. During the summer months when the mean AOD exceeds 0.35, the standard deviation216

exceeds 0.05 (or 14%).217

Area plots of annual average AOD for each of the aerosol datasets are shown in Figure 2. In218

general, the spatial distribution of annual average AOD agrees quite well across the datasets.219

The AOD is lower over Northern and Western Europe. Each dataset shows higher AODs220

over Southeast Europe for each season, and some months show a maximum over Central221

Europe. In the MACC reanalysis the AOD over Southeast Europe is higher compared to the222

other datasets for many months of the year. In TEG97 the AOD is much lower close to the223

Atlantic ocean compared to the other datasets.224
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Figure 1: Monthly averages of areal averaged AOD over Europe for TEG97, MACv1 and the MACC reanal-

ysis. The AOD standard deviation for the MACC reanalysis dataset is denoted using blue vertical bars.

Figure 2: Annual average AOD over Europe for TEG97, MACv1 and the MACC reanalysis.

The SSA over Europe is higher in the MACv1 dataset compared to the values used in the225

ALADIN-HIRLAM system by default (TEG97) (Figure 3). g is lower in the MACv1 dataset226

(Figure 4). This results in stronger backscattering and less absorption of SW radiation when227

using the MACv1 climatology.228
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Figure 3: Default annual average SSA over Europe for the ALADIN-HIRLAM system following Hess et al.

(1998) and for MACv1.

Figure 4: Default annual average g over Europe for the ALADIN-HIRLAM system following Hess et al.

(1998) and for MACv1.

3.2. Modelling results229

3.2.1. Simulated direct radiative effect of aerosols230

The distribution of AOD determines the magnitude of the direct radiative effect of aerosols231

to a large extent. The AOD from different aerosol datasets for the period April 16th-30th 2011232

is shown in Figure 5. AOD is lowest in the TEG97 climatology which has highest AOD values233
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of between 0.2 and 0.3 over Central Europe. The spatial pattern is similar in MACv1 but234

this dataset has maximum AOD values of up to 0.4. The MACC reanalysis values are similar235

to MACv1. AODs over the Atlantic coast are lower in TEG97 than in the other datasets.236

In MACCEXP time-varying aerosol data were used so that there are days with lower and237

higher AODs than the average values shown in Figure 5. The meteorological parameters238

shown throughout the remainder of section 3 correspond to averages over the studied time239

period.240

Figure 5: Average 550 nm AOD for April 16th-30th 2011 for TEG97, MACv1 and the MACC reanalysis.

The amount of SW radiation reaching the surface is decreased through the direct radia-241

tive effect of aerosols and this leads to changes in the surface energy budget. The decrease in242

GHI relative to the CNTRLEXP is up to 12%, 10% and 8% in MACv1EXP, MACCEXP and243

TEGEXP respectively (Figure 6). The decrease in GHI over the Atlantic coast compared to244

the CNTRLEXP is 2-4% in the TEGEXP, but is more than twice this in MACv1EXP and245

MACCEXP. A similar difference was seen in the AOD distribution in the different datasets.246

The amount of absorbed SW radiation in the atmosphere compared to the CNTRLEXP in-247

creased by up to 30%, 27.5% and 25% in MACCEXP, MACv1EXP and TEGEXP respectively248

(Figure 7).249
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Figure 6: Daily average GHI at the surface (W/m2) for the CNTRLEXP and the difference (%) relative to

the CNTRLEXP for TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP. BSRN stations are denoted as red circles.

Figure 7: Daily average SW absorption rate of the atmosphere (W/m2) for the CNTRLEXP and the difference

(%) relative to the CNTRLEXP for TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP.

3.2.2. Influence of the direct radiative effect of aerosols on meteorological conditions250

Turbulent fluxes at the surface are weakened when the direct radiative effect of aerosols is251

included in NWP forecasts. Changes in the turbulent fluxes over the ocean are negligible as252

the SSTs are taken from the ECMWF boundary conditions. Daily average sensible heat flux253

over land is decreased by up to 10 W/m2, 8 W/m2 and 6 W/m2 in MACv1EXP, MACCEXP254

and TEGEXP respectively (Figure 8) compared to CNTRLEXP. Similarly, the daily average255

latent heat of evaporation flux at the surface over land is decreased by up to 12 W/m2, 10256

W/m2 and 8 W/m2 respectively (Figure 9).257
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Figure 8: Daily average sensible heat flux at the surface (W/m2) for the CNTRLEXP and the differences

(W/m2) relative to CNTRLEXP for TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP.

Figure 9: Daily average flux of latent heat of evaporation at the surface (W/m2) for the CNTRLEXP and

the differences (W/m2) relative to CNTRLEXP for TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP.

The changes in 2 m temperatures in the aerosol-containing experiments have a different258

sign over the ocean than over the land. Over land 2 m temperatures are decreased due to259

the decrease in GHI which leads to a weakened sensible heat flux. The decrease in 2 m260

temperature over land compared to the CNTRLEXP is up to 0.2 ◦C, 0.15 ◦C and 0.125 ◦C261

in MACv1EXP, MACCEXP and TEGEXP respectively (Figure 10). SSTs, taken from the262

ECMWF boundary conditions, are kept constant during the ALADIN-HIRLAM forecasts.263

The diagnostic 2 m temperature is increased over the ocean due to an increase in the lowest264

model level temperature, caused by the increase in the amount of absorbed radiation in the265

aerosol containing experiments. A decrease in evaporation over land leads to a decrease in266

2 m specific humidity compared to the CNTRLEXP by up to 0.2 g/kg, 0.15 g/kg and 0.10267

g/kg in MACv1EXP, MACCEXP and TEGEXP respectively (Figure 11).268
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Figure 10: Daily average 2 m temperature (◦C) in the CNTRLEXP and the differences (◦C) relative to

CNTRLEXP for TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP.

Figure 11: Daily average 2 m specific humidity (g/kg) in the CNTRLEXP and the differences (g/kg) relative

to CNTRLEXP for TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP.

The absorption of SW radiation by aerosols leads to higher SW heating rates and higher269

temperatures in the lower troposphere. The average temperature over the domain increases270

in the 950 to 800 hPa pressure levels compared to the CNTRLEXP by 0.25 ◦C for MAC-271

CEXP and 0.15 ◦C for TEGEXP and MACv1EXP for 96 hour forecasts (Figure 12). The272

spatial distribution of temperature increases at the 850 hPa level for the aerosol-containing273

experiments are presented in Figure 13, where the highest increase is more than 0.6 ◦C. In-274

creases in temperatures in the 1000 to 600 hPa layer leads to a decrease in MSLP of up to275

50 Pa (Figure 14). The absorption of SW radiation, the temperature increases in the lower276

troposphere and the decreases in MSLP are strongest in the MACCEXP.277
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Figure 12: Domain average temperature differences (◦C) on pressure levels relative to the CNTRLEXP for

TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP for +96h forecasts.

Figure 13: Average temperature (◦C) on the 850 hPa pressure level in the CNTRLEXP and the differences

(◦C) relative to the CNTRLEXP for TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP for +96h forecasts.
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Figure 14: Average MSLP (hPa) in the CNTRLEXP and the differences (Pa) relative to CNTRLEXP for

the TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP for +96h forecasts.

3.2.3. Influence of accounting for the direct radiative effect of aerosols on the accuracy of the278

NWP forecast279

In general, biases and RMSEs are reduced in aerosol-containing experiments compared to280

the CNTRLEXP. These are presented in Table 1 for a range of meteorological parameters for281

each experiment, calculated at 6-hour intervals and averaged over the full forecast length (up282

to +96 hours). The scores are similar for each aerosol-containing experiment, but there are283

small improvements in MACCEXP and MACv1EXP compared to TEGEXP for forecasts of284

MSLP, 2 m specific humidity, cloud cover and precipitation.285

The most pronounced improvements are the more accurate simulation of GHI, the tem-286

perature in the lower troposphere and the near-surface humidity. Biases and RMSEs for287

simulated cloud cover and precipitation are reduced. This possibly results from stabilization288

of the boundary layer induced by the temperature change presented in Figure 12 and from289

a reduction in evaporation. For 2 m temperature a cold bias of about 1 ◦C was detected in290

the CNTRLEXP. A further decrease in 2 m temperature through the direct radiative effect291

of aerosols over land slightly increased this cold bias.292

Regarding 2 m temperature the cold bias in TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP293

increased in forecasts of length up to 60 hours but decreased in the 60-96 hour forecasts294

compared to the CNTRLEXP (Figure 15). There is cooling at the surface due to a decrease295

in the downwelling shortwave radiation reaching the surface in the aerosol containing ex-296

periments. On the other hand, aerosols absorb SW radiation in the atmosphere and this297
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Experiment name CNTRLEXP TEGEXP MACv1EXP MACCEXP

MSLP bias (hPa) 0.90 0.77 0.80 0.71

MSLP RMSE (hPa) 1.63 1.53 1.56 1.50

2 m temperature bias (◦C) -1.01 -1.03 -1.04 -1.03

2 m temperature RMSE (◦C) 2.92 2.93 2.94 2.93

2 m specific humidity bias (g/kg) 0.16 0.13 0.10 0.12

2 m specific humidity RMSE (g/kg) 1.09 1.08 1.07 1.08

Cloud cover bias (octas) 0.50 0.43 0.41 0.42

Cloud cover RMSE (octas) 2.70 2.69 2.68 2.69

12 h precipitation bias (mm/12h) 0.25 0.21 0.19 0.19

12 h precipitation RMSE (mm/12h) 2.41 2.40 2.38 2.39

GHI bias (W/m2) 15.07 1.49 -5.30 -2.79

GHI RMSE (W/m2) 16.54 8.07 10.20 8.32

Table 1: RMSEs and biases for a range of meteorological parameters for CNTRLEXP, TEGEXP, MACv1EXP

and MACCEXP. RMSE and bias are calculated at 6-hour intervals and averaged over the full forecast length

(up to +96 hours). Clear sky conditions both in the model and observations are chosen for GHI.

results in increased heating rates. As this heat is mixed also towards the surface 2m tem-298

perature will increase. Each of the experiments started at 00 UTC. During the first day the299

2m temperature is lower in aerosol containing experiments than in CNTRLEXP. Later in300

the forecast run heat absorbed by the aerosols accumulates in the atmosphere and then the301

2m temperature is lower in the CNTRLEXP. Biases and RMSEs in 2 m specific humidity302

are lower in the aerosol-containing experiments throughout the 96-hour forecast (Figure 16).303

This bias is up to 0.3 g/kg in the CNTRLEXP but is decreased by 0.1 g/kg in MACv1EXP,304

and less so in TEGEXP and MACCEXP.305
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Figure 15: Bias in 2 m temperature (◦C) (solid lines) and RMSE (◦C) (dashed lines) for CNTRLEXP,

TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP as a function of forecast length.

Figure 16: Bias in 2 m specific humidity (g/kg) (solid lines) and RMSE (g/kg) (dashed lines) for CNTRLEXP,

TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP as a function of forecast length.

The negative bias and RMSE in temperature in the atmospheric layer between the 925306

and 600 hPa pressure levels decreases in the aerosol-containing experiments compared to307

the CNTRLEXP (Figure 17). The temperature bias and RMSE at different pressure levels308

are lowest in MACCEXP. The MSLP bias and RMSE are reduced in the aerosol-containing309

experiments throughout the 96-hour forecast (Figure 18) with bias and RMSE smallest again310

in MACCEXP. For some meteorological parameters there is a diurnal cycle in RMSE and311
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bias which implies that the diurnal cycle of these meteorological parameters is not accurately312

resolved in the model simulations.313

Figure 17: Average (averaged over 96-hour forecast) temperature bias (◦C) (solid lines) and RMSE (◦C)

(dashed lines) for CNTRLEXP, TEGEXP, MACv1EXP and MACCEXP.

Figure 18: MSLP bias (hPa) (solid lines) and RMSE (hPa) (dashed lines) for CNTRLEXP, TEGEXP,

MACv1EXP and MACCEXP as a function of forecast length.

4. Discussion314

The direct radiative effect of aerosols over the European region was studied for April315

2011. The magnitude of the effect may be different for other years and months due to the316
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seasonal cycle and variability of AOD. However, a similar sensitivity of the meteorological317

response is expected. In addition, the temperature and humidity bias in NWP forecasts over318

Europe may be season dependent and the influence of considering the direct radiative effect319

of aerosols may have different impacts on the forecast accuracy in different seasons. The320

distribution of AOD in the different datasets for the period studied was similar to the annual321

average distribution in the respective aerosol datasets. The presented modelling results are322

expected to be representative for the periods where aerosol distributions are close to average323

(as was the studied period), but not for the situations with extremely high AODs.324

Extensive verification of the meteorological forecasts was performed and in the differ-325

ent aerosol-containing experiments the meteorological forecasts were more accurate com-326

pared to the CNTRLEXP which did not include aerosols. This illustrates the importance327

of including the direct radiative effect of aerosols in NWP models. The most important328

benefits include the improved simulation of SW radiation and temperature and humidity329

in the lower troposphere. Using an updated climatology or time varying realistic aerosol330

data from reanalysis can provide small improvements compared to the default climatology in331

the ALADIN-HIRLAM system for the case where aerosol distributions are close to average332

i.e. the AOD is not extremely high. However, as has been previously shown by Toll et al.333

(2015) ALADIN-HIRLAM weather forecasts over Europe during events with very high AOD334

can be considerably improved, by considering the direct radiative effect of realistic aerosol335

distributions.336

Improved simulation of GHI in the ALADIN-HIRLAM system is of potential interest for337

the solar energy community, as NWP models are the best tools to provide forecasts from338

6 hours to several days ahead (Lorenz et al., 2015). In addition to improved simulation of339

GHI, the separation between the diffuse and direct fractions of GHI is important for solar340

energy applications. Further studies on the impact of aerosols on the direct normal irradiance341

(DNI) at the surface using the ALADIN-HIRLAM system are planned. The direct radiative342

effect of aerosols has a stronger influence on DNI than on GHI, as the diffuse fraction of SW343

radiation is increased when the direct fraction is decreased (Ruiz-Arias et al., 2014).344

In each ALADIN-HIRLAM experiment SSTs were taken from ECMWF boundary con-345

ditions and thus kept constant. This led to negligible changes in surface turbulent fluxes346
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over the ocean compared to the CNTRLEXP and resulted in very different responses in347

near-surface temperature and humidity over the ocean compared to over land.348

Here only the direct radiative effect of aerosols over Europe was studied; in the future a349

study of the influence of the indirect effects of aerosols in NWP forecasts is also planned.350

5. Conclusions351

The annual cycle of AOD over Europe is similar for the TEG97 aerosol climatology,352

MACv1 aerosol climatology and MACC reanalysis with lowest AODs during the winter353

months. Highest AODs were found in the MACC reanalysis and the lowest in the TEG97354

climatology, with a general increase in AOD towards Southeast Europe. In TEG97 the AOD355

over the Atlantic ocean is lower than in the other datasets.356

Considering the direct radiative effect of aerosols over Europe was shown to improve357

the accuracy of simulated radiative fluxes and the forecast of temperature and humidity358

in the lower troposphere.The GHI is decreased in aerosol containing experiments leading359

to decreased surface turbulent fluxes over land and SW heating rates are increased due to360

absorption of SW radiation by aerosols. More accurate simulation of GHI is important361

for solar energy applications. Decreases in GHI were up to 12% in the aerosol-containing362

experiments which led to decreases in 2 m temperature over land and weakened turbulent363

fluxes. The amount of absorbed SW radiation in the atmosphere was increased by up to364

30% leading to higher temperatures in the lower troposphere. However, the studied time365

period was rather short and longer multi-annual experiments are planned in future studies366

in order to further evaluate the impacts of considering the direct radiative effect of aerosols367

over Europe on NWP forecast accuracy.368

There was a rather weak dependency of the meteorological forecast on the aerosol dataset369

used. This implies that the TEG97 aerosol climatology, MACv1 aerosol climatology and370

MACC reanalysis are similar in their ability to account for the direct radiative effect of371

aerosols in NWP forecasts over Europe. The influence of using real-time aerosol data and372

the inclusion of the indirect effects of aerosols in NWP over Europe should be further studied.373
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